Identifying High Valuable Forests Technical Offer proposed by ETHZ
Work Plan High Value Forests (HVF) and their uses
Work Plan summary of a collaborative project of FSC International, the Swiss Federal Institute of
Technology Zurich (ETH), the French Agricultural Research Centre for International Development, the
University of Liège and Biotope to join the global discussion on forests.
Finding a consensus on what “important forests” (high value forests) are and what that means requires an
approach that is as objective and value-neutral as possible. Values for a forest are the result of the
interaction between the forest and a stakeholder. They are relative, subjective, intangible and fluid.
Capturing these requires a process of value elicitation and negotiation. Drawing maps with layers containing
information of the subjective values pertaining to different stakeholders that share an interest in these
forests requires a novel approach.
We have structured our approach into a set of work packages (WP) (Grey lines are pending approval)

WP

Title

Deliverable

Lead

1

Definitions

1a - Initial literature Review
1b - Q-Set survey
1c - HVF definition

C. Garcia

2

Maps

2a - Maps with graphs and tables

J.-F. Bastin

3

Values

3a - HVF Framework

F. Quétier

4

Management

4a - Qualitative synthesis report

P. Waeber

5

Case Studies

6a - Report (Gabon and Canada)

C. Garcia, F. Quétier,
J.-F. Bastin, P Waeber

6

Consensus
Building

7a -Prototype Open strategy game
7b - Demonstration Workshops

C. Garcia

Deliverables
1. Definition.
1a - A classic review of the literature on HVF.
1b – A Q survey on the HVF concept identifying different narratives over HVF.
1c - A definition of HVF that builds on the common accepted basis of the concept.
2. Map.
2.a - A map of HVF developed on the basis of a counterfactual and its discrepancies with existing forest
cover. All GIS files will be made available separately.
3. Value Framework.
3.a - A framework to visualize the different values attached to a particular HVF by different
stakeholders, with trade-offs visible.
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4. Management options.
4.a - The definition and identification of different management options and their potential impacts on
the values identified and described in 3.a.
5. Case Studies.
5a - Report on applying the framework to a selection of cases as a proof of concept.
6. Consensus Building.
6a - A prototype of a strategy game on HVF management with rules and instructions.
6b - Demonstrations to the FSC board of the prototype to serve as a basis for clear and transparent
negotiations between FSC members and certificate holders, building consensus in support to the GA
2021.
With FSC’s approval, and participation, our aim is to also prepare and publish a peer reviewed scientific
paper presenting the map, the definitions and the framework.
WP1. Definition
Desktop review of concepts and definitions
We will develop a concept and definition for HVF that builds on comparable or related concepts. Key
publications that define these concepts will be reviewed and analyzed to establish the different meanings
given to various types of HVF and identify a preliminary set of options for a HVF concept and definition for
FSC.

Figure 1: Web of Science returns on search strings containing some of the concepts linked to HVF. The
number in blue is the number of articles published. Source: N. Lausberg and S. Savilaakso, in prep.

Figure 2: A forest by any other name. We will draw from the existing definitions to propose a concept map
of the multiple ways forests and HVF are defined. We shall identify overlaps and discrepancies.
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Stakeholder survey using Q Method (narratives)

Fig 3: Qset sorted by a stakeholder of a restoration project in Paragominas (Brazil). Source: Forland 2019.
The primary goal of Q methodology is to uncover different patterns of thought, not to count how many
people think the way they do (Brown, 2004, p. 1). Participants are asked to rank-order a set of statements
(Q set) developed by the researcher along a given dimension – most commonly “most agree” to “most
disagree”, providing a model for their perspective about the subject at hand. Following this, the sorted
statements (Q sorts) are intercorrelated and subjected to a by-person factor analysis, revealing existing
viewpoints (Watts & Stenner 2012). On the basis of the concept as defined in the literature and the
narratives developed by stakeholders, we will identify the invariants that will serve as the definition of a
HVF.
WP2. Map of the world’s high valuable forests
2.1. Review of existing maps
Our position is that using one global map for decision-making would be a top-down solution that risks
alienating the plurality of views represented by the many different stakeholders who have an interest in
forests. As an alternative, we propose the use of counterfactual—a proposition that is contrary to facts, yet
validated by peer reviews - maps of potential tree cover as a base for scenario-building with multiple
stakeholders.
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Figure 4. Illustration of the counterfactual maps that will be generated on potential natural state of the
ecosystems. Here we show an example with 3 layers of information per pixel: the potential tree cover, the
potential shrub cover and the potential bare ground cover. Each layer produces a different map.
A scan of the available literature that presents maps of forest values shows a large body of potential maps
to be considered from different viewpoints. We are not proposing to combine these, because they do not
form a comparable set of sources due to the differences in their objectives, scrutiny of analysis, spatial and
temporal resolutions. We suggest that using one particular forest value map risks undermining the attempt
of FSC to be inclusive across sectors and viewpoints.
2.2. Using the distance to the potential tree cover as an indicator of intactness

Figure 5. The global tree cover potential. The map shows the expected natural tree cover on each pixel,
according to Bastin et al. (2019) model.
We propose a map that describes “forest value” as an index quantifying the difference between current
forest ecosystem state and potential natural forest ecosystem state in terms of tree cover. This map will
quantify how far each pixel is from the potential state of the ecosystem in terms of tree cover. We propose
to derive this deviation from an improved version of the map published as Figure 2A in Bastin et al. (2019)
(Figure 5), by subtracting the current tree cover in the most recent global tree cover map (Sexton et al.
(2013)) from the expected natural tree cover (Figure 5).
WP3. Forest value framework
HVF are valued differently by different stakeholder groups, and for different reasons. We will use the
concepts of ecosystem services (De Groot et al. 2010) and nature’s contributions to people, developing a
novel forest value framework (Figure 6) adapted from our work on complex agroforestry landscapes.
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Figure 6: Ecosystem values framework. This model teases out the provision of the ecosystem services by
the landscape and the delivery to the beneficiaries. The different stakeholders each derive a different
contribution to their well-being from the ecosystem services generated by the landscape. This is based on
their interests, beliefs, and livelihood strategies, and is the result of the biophysical trade-offs between the
services themselves. The benefits that are effectively derived will depend on the power relations between
the actors. These will dictate who has access and rights to the resources, goods and services. With this
filter it becomes possible to compare different management scenarios to identify who will stand to win and
lose from any particular scenario. The example given relates to a coffee agroforestry landcape in the
Western Ghats (India) and will be adapted to case studies relevant to the high value forests discussion.
Addressing such trade-offs requires a different approach that places human agency – our capacity to act
independently and to make their our free choices - centre stage (Garcia et al. 2020). The valuation of HVF
must be done by those concerned through a democratic process, and not established by consultants. Doing
so collectively, through an appropriate participatory process, will make different strategies and their
outcomes immediately visible and enable changes in behavior to be discussed, especially between different
scales of decision-making, from the village council to the general assembly of the FSC.
WP4. Management of HVF (pending approval)
Management approaches: An overview table will summarize each management approach. We will produce
a review that outlines the various management concepts (e.g., certified or RIL‐based
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management). The table will link the management options to the services identified by the different
stakeholders, fleshing out the second part of the forest value framework (cf. Burivalova et al. 2016).
WP5. Case studies (pending approval)
The challenge is to not only do an academic exercise, but to also make this approach operational in the
field. The FSC Board of Directors will consider deploying it in two locations – one as an example of a tropical
forest landscape; and one as an example of a boreal forest landscape. We will invite stakeholders to test
the framework and reach through these trials a proof of concept stage.
WP6. Consensus building approach (pending approval)
Conditions for more constructive discussion between key stakeholders engaged in the HVF discussion
within FSC and boundary partners can be created in preparation for the FSC General Assembly 2021. We
propose to organize strategic conversations between the parties of interest over the proposed set of
definitions of HVF, the framework to elicit values and the proposed management interventions.
Our method associates facilitation techniques with open strategy games—similar to the MineSet model
(Figure 7)—as a discussion support tool. We have used this technique with success in support of the FSC
programme for the Congo Basin, helping the stakeholders engaged in the discussion for intact forest
landscapes to agree on the definition of regional indicators. We will design, test, and propose a
demonstration of these open games to the FSC Board.

What is an open game?
Closed games have fixed rules, players, alternatives and outcomes. They are the most classical game
theory models. Open games allow for rule revisions, redefinition of roles or the creation of new ones. Our
games are open and the decisions to change rules are based on consensus.

Figure 7. Key components of the MineSet game, that enables players to understand the behaviour of other
stakeholders in the landscape and explore solutions. These include the location and management of HCF
and other landscape components.
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Work Plan Engagement plan for FSC members and stakeholders
FSC International, the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zurich (ETHZ), the French Agricultural Research
Centre for International Development (CIRAD), the University of Liège and Biotope are pleased to announce
their collaboration to join the global discussion on forests.
In particular, the collaboration will explore forest landscapes, forest climate, forest biodiversity and forest
peoples’ resilience. To do this, the group will seek a data-driven approach to identify high value forests, their
values, and their proposed management.
To ensure that the work is understood and supported, the following plan to engage members is foreseen. Note
that this is an engagement plan for one year, 2021, which will be evaluated for usefulness and reception.
1.
Members survey (January 2021)
We will ask all members to share their expectation through a targeted set of a few questions. The outcome will
be mapped and shared with members. It will be transparent about what can be considered in the work plan.
• Purpose of the survey:
o information sharing, expectation management, targeted approach to outcome definition. We want to
ensure that members’ opinions are considered, and the voice of members is included in the project.
o Understanding the different levels of interest of members in the process,
o identification of people to further interview (this will be a group of no more than 20 people, and will
possibly include non-member experts)
•

What will we ask?
o The survey will ask members and stakeholders to share:
o Their expectations of the outcome of this project, for FSC and for the world’s forests
o What kind of solutions for high value forests could FSC help achieve?
o What opportunities outside the research plan deserve attention to help FSCs interventions for high value
forests make a difference?
o Members and stakeholders are also asked where they see themselves in the discussions on high value
forests, as values in forests are different for different stakeholders. We will use this self-assessment to
make sure we design an inclusive sample for the interviews in the project.
o The survey will be a combination of multiple-choice questions and open comment boxes.
o The survey gives the possibility to express interest to be interviewed by the researchers. Note that we
will interview up to 20 people

•

How will we engage for the survey?
o All FSC members will receive a mail with a link to a survey.
o The survey link will also be published in FSC newsletters (such as News and Views, members
newsletter, regional newsletters, national offices newsletter)
o The link leads to an online survey that can be completed within 3 weeks.
o Results of the survey will be mapped out and shared with members and stakeholders through the same
FSC newsletters.

2.
A 6-8 weekly update on this project for those subscribing
The topic of high value forests is a hot topic amongst our members, sometimes calling for regular updates on
progress. To address this, FSC invites interested members and stakeholders (non-member) to subscribe to the
newsletter of the project. This can be done at the end of the survey.
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•

Purpose of the project update:
o information sharing, expectation management, adaptive approach to outcome definition
o having early warnings of what key discussion points are in the work plan for our members and
stakeholders

•
o
o
•

What do we share?
A 6-8 weekly update on progress of the work of the researchers
We can invite reflections of members and stakeholders on the work being done in the consortium

How do we share?
o You need to subscribe to the project news in the survey, or through the FSC Members Portal
o A 6-8 weekly update is developed between researchers and FSC staff, possibly with guest writers
o Subscribers get a simple mail with a link to a document, provided by the FSC Secretariat.
o You can react to articles in the newsletter directly to the researcher and the FSC Stakeholder Solution
Director by email or (if this is technically achievable) through a reaction chat under the document
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